At Home Party Kit
Do you love grooving and moving as much as Larry does?
Throw your own Glamarama at home with this complete party
kit, featuring everything you need to dance the day away!

@simonjamesgreen

@ICanDrawDinos

@scholasticuk

INVITATION TEMPLATE
Print the below invite and send them to all your friends! If
you’re throwing a virtual Glamarama remember to tell people
how to join (Zoom, Facetime, Houseparty, etc)!

You’re invited to my

To:
Time:
Date:
Address:

From:
RSVP:

PLAYLIST
Every Glamarama needs a good playlist and fortunately
the fabulously glamourous duo behind Llama Glamarama,
Simon and Garry, have come up with a brilliant one! Add
these songs to your playlist for a jumping good time!
Everybody Dance - Chic
He’s The Greatest Dancer - Sister Sledge
I’m Coming Out - Diana Ross
The Hokey Pokey - Ray Anthony
YMCA - Village People
Macarena - Los Del Rio
The Locomotion - Little Eva
Mashed Potato Time - Dee Dee Sharp
Try Everything - Shakira
The Hustle - Van Mc Coy
The Conga - Gloria Estefan & Miami SoundMachine
I’m so Excited - The Pointer Sisters
Night Fever - Bee Gees
Disco Inferno - The Trammps
Daddy Cool - Boney M
Search ‘Llama Glamarama’ on Spotify for the full playlist

PARTY FOOD
No Glamarama is complete without party food! We’ve
pulled together the perfect rainbow snacks for your
Glamarama!

FRUIT SKEWERS
Ingredients:
• Wooden skewers
• Raspberries
• Strawberries
• Tangerines
• Melon
• Pineapple
• Banana
• Kiwi fruit
• Green grapes
• Purple grapes
• Blueberries
Instructions:
Thread one piece of fruit on each wooden skewer, arranging
the fruit in the colour of the rainbow.

RAINBOW PIZZA

Ingredients:
• Naan, pita or f latbread
• Pizza sauce
• Shredded cheese (mozzarella or cheddar)
• Chopped colourful veggies (broccoli • • f lorets, green peppers,
yellow peppers, tomatoes, red onion)
• Olive oil
Instructions:
Preheat oven to 220 degrees C.
Lay out the base on a large baking sheet.
Divide pizza sauce over between the bases, using a spoon to
spread it evenly.
Sprinkle cheese on top, then layer the veggies in a rainbow
pattern on top of the cheese.
Drizzle with olive oil.
Bake for 20 minutes or until veggies are cooked and crust is
golden.

FROZEN BANANAS

Ingredients:
• Colourful popsicle sticks
• 5 bananas
• Milk chocolate that can be easily melted
• Sprinkles in different colours / 100s & 1000s
• Flat tray covered with baking paper
Instructions:
Cut the five bananas in half, sliced lengthways in the middle.
Insert the popsicle sticks in the f lat (cut) end of the
bananas. Make sure the popsicle sticks are wedged tightly
into the banana so the banana will not fall off.
Melt the chocolate you are using. Dip a banana into the
melted chocolate and then roll in your desired toppings.
Carefully place decorated banana on the tray. Repeat as
needed.
Place tray with decorated bananas into freezer for at least
half an hour. Keep bananas frozen and serve cold.

DIY PARTY BUNTING
No Glamarama is complete without fun bunting – and
best of all, you can make your own paper bunting at
home so it perfectly matches your Glamarama!
Instructions:

• Print the bunting and colour in Larry the llama (or print the blank
template and draw your own bunting)!
• You will need a long piece of string or ribbon for hanging.
• Cut the bunting to the outside lines.
Fold along the dotted line at the top of each f lag.
• Glue the tab down to the dotted line, over the string or ribbon.
• Repeat for each individual piece of bunting.
• Then hang as desired!
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DIY PARTY HAT
No party is ever complete without a fun hat, as Larry
will tell you! Here’s a super easy way to make your
own hat at home!
You will need:
Cardboard or card stock in the colour of your choice
Stapler
Scissors
Glue
String
Decorative items of your choice
Instructions:
1) Cut a large circle out of the cardboard. Then cut a narrow
triangle starting from the outside to the centre of the circle.
2) Fold the paper to form a cone shape by overlapping the two
cut corners—the two bottom edges of the triangle. Staple when
finished.
3) Glue on your decorative items – glitter, jewels, stickers,
pompoms – whatever you want to make this party hat your own!
4) Now you need to add the string so you can keep the hat on
your head! Cut two circular holes on each side of the bottom of
the party hat. Measure the length of string you need to make
sure the hat will sit tightly on your head. Cut the string to the
right length, and loop it through the two holes. Tie knots on
each side to secure.

PARTY GAMES
Every Glamarama needs a few party games to keep the
party going all day long!
Musical Statues
In Llama Glamarama, Larry feels he need to freeze and stop the
music when his friends walk in on him dancing. You can play a
similar game!
One person will need to control the music. Everyone else dances
around (the funnier the better!) and when the music stops,
everyone must freeze in place. The first person to move is out
of the game! Continue playing until only one person is left.

Pin the Feather Boa on the Llama
Oh no! Larry has lost his precious feather boa. In this game
you must reunite Larry with his boa ready for the glamarama!
Print the image of Larry the llama on the following page and
colour in and decorate as you please. If you want you can place
him on a larger piece of cardboard.
Place the image of Larry up on a wall. Give all the participants
a feather boa (printed and cut out already) – they can colour in
and decorate as they please.
Each participant is then blindfolded, spun around three times
and they have to place the feather boar as close to Larry’s neck
as possible!
The winner is the one with the closest feather boa!
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DANCING LARRY LLAMA
You will need:
Scissors
Coloured pencils or pens
6x Paper fasteners
String

Sellotape
1x Bamboo stick
A parent or carer to help you
with the tricky bits

Instructions:
1) Download the dancing Larry template.
2) Print on thin card. Or you can print onto paper and then
stick onto thin card.
3) Colour Larry in!
4) Loosely cut out Larry’s body and legs.
5) Make a hole in the arms and legs ( a and b) marked with a
dot.
6) Join the lower legs together with the paper fasteners from
front to back at the places marked with an X. Make sure the
attachment is loose enough for the limbs to move freely.

7) Attach the legs and arms to
Larry’s body with paper fasteners
as before, again making sure the
limbs move freely.
8) Connect the legs together with
string across the body and then do
the same for the arms making sure
they are in the hanging down position as in the picture. The
string should be tied so that it is horizontal,
neither too tight nor too loose.You can test the
movement by pulling downwards in the middle
of the string with your fingernail. The arms
and legs should raise up.
9) Add the operating string to the centre of
the horizontal string connecting the arms
with a knot and do the same in the centre of
the string for the legs. Leave enough string
extending below the body for holding on to.
Larry’s arms and legs should now be activated!
10) Attached the bamboo skewer (or similar) to Larry’s
body as a handle. Make sure it goes
underneath the operating string being careful
not to inhibit the pulley movement.
11) Now turn on Larry’s playlist and get the
party started with some movin’ and groovin’!
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DIY LARRY BOOK MARK
Cut out and colour in the following picture to make your very own Llama
Glamarama bookmark. If you want, you can also add stickers or glue on
feathers for Llama’s feather boa!
If you want to make the bookmark hardier, cut out the bookmark, and
then trace the outside shape onto a piece of thick cardboard. Cut out the
cardboard and glue the paper outline on top. This will give you a thicker
bookmark that you can still colour in and decorate yourself!
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COLOURING IN PAGE

Coloured in by: ___________________________________________
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DIY DOOR HANGER
Cut out and colour in the following pictures to make your very own
Llama Glamarama door hanger – perfect for keeping everybody out when
you’re having a dance party!
Cut out each image (remember to cut out the circle inside the frame!).
Then glue both images together, so the circles match up and can be slipped
over a door knob to act as a hanger. Colour in and decorate as you please!
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